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Instrument for ICPSR 13610
1. Do you think the SP was honest in his/her answers?
   1. Yes Go to Q3
   2. No Go to Q2

2. Please describe why and on what measures or sections.

3. How much time did you spend interviewing and directly interacting with the SP?
   3. CAZ

4. Did you observe SP:
   1. Through interviewing (including warm up) the SP only
   2. Through interviewing the SP and observing SP/PC interaction

5. Friendliness with RA(s)
   01. Exceptionally shy
   02. Shy but warms up slowly
   03. Shy but warms up fairly quickly
   04. Socially at ease child
   05. Extremely friendly child
   06. Indiscriminantly friendly child

   (Record 2 behaviors: a. ___________________________
    b. ___________________________

95=DU  96=REF  97=NAP  98=DK  99=NA
6. Degree of cooperation with RA(s)

01. Quite uncooperative
02. Moderately uncooperative
03. Mildly uncooperative, particularly at the interview proceeds
04. Cooperative within developmentally appropriate limits
05. Extremely cooperative/ingratiating

7. Duration of attention

01. Extremely short attention span
02. Short attention span
03. Waning attention span
04. Normal attention span
05. Better than average attention span

8. Activity level

01. Very low active
02. Low active
03. Normally active child
04. Very active child
05. Extremely active child

9. Talkativeness

01. Very untalkative
02. Mildly untalkative
03. Normally talkative
04. Very talkative
05. Extremely talkative

10. Quality of SP’s responses to PC

01. Extremely negative
02. Negative
03. Mixed responses
04. Positive responses
05. Very positive responses
06. Not enough interaction to code

98 = DK  99 = NA